
 
 
 
 
 

 Maximum comfort with Asolo Quadrant and Ember  
 

Asolo offers two models of low cut trekking shoes praising a unique comfort even during the 
hottest days: Quadrant and Ember.  

The ideal footwear for summer walks in the mountains and for everyday use. 
 
 
 

In August, the temperature in the mountain can rise a 

lot during the sunny days. The hot climate, together 

with the hiking effort, can easily overheat the foot and 

turn your excursion into a real torture. For summer 

hikes on paths and non-demanding trails, and for all 

those terrains where technicity is not required in the 

fit, Asolo offers the exclusive comfort of Quadrant, 

dedicated to the male audience, and Ember, for women. These two products are part of the 

increasingly popular Natural Shape line, rewarded by numerous international awards. 

 

The Asolo classic suede leather is combined with a breathable Nylon Mesh making it a 

particularly flexible, fresh and light model. Schoeller® 

material was instead used on the heel, ensuring better 

protection and extreme abrasion resistance. As for the 

inside of the footwear, Asolo opted for a lightweight 

velvet lining to give the foot a continuous fresh and dry 

sensation.  

 

On the front of the shoe, a rubber band has been placed 

to protect the toes. At the same time, the shoes also praise all the top features of the Natural 

Shape products: a natural roll, stability and foot protection without neglecting high sensitivity 

on the ground.  

 

 
Since its inception in 1975, Asolo has gained an important worldwide leadership position in the production of technical 

footwear for mountain activities. The wide product range covers footwear from the relaxed leisure activities line to the most technical alpine 

technology allowing Asolo to be one of the few companies in the world to completely cover the outdoor sector. Asolo’s mission is to create 

personalized footwear for every situation, designing our footwear around the foot: fit and performance are the strong points. Flexible, light 

and at the same time resistant, Asolo footwear is designed to be breathable,  shock-absorbent, and water and temperature resistant  while 

guaranteeing maximum grip even on the toughest terrains. These characteristics have lead Asolo to receive many awards from sector 

magazines and organizations. Asolo is distributed in 35 countries and has a headquarters in the U.S.A. where it is a market leader. 

 

 


